More CO2 Means Less Plant Protein, More Carbs
by  Gene Fry
	April 4, 2008 - Some critics of the case for global warming say increased carbon dioxide (CO2) aids plant growth.  However, research from Southwestern University in Texas suggests that the price of rising atmospheric CO2 levels is sharply falling nutritional value in staple crops that provide 40% of the world's dietary protein.
	Southwestern’s Daniel Taub, Brian Miller and Holly Allen analyzed more than 220 experiments in which plants were exposed to levels of CO2 that ranged from current levels to double today’s level.  As CO2 levels rise, the protein in wheat, barley, rice, potatoes and soybeans diminishes, sometimes quite sharply.
	Barley lost 15.3% of its protein, potatoes 14%, rice and wheat almost 10%.  Even soybeans lost 1.4% of their protein.  As these plants absorb more CO2 into their tissues, they do so at the expense of other compounds, many of which are essential parts of proteins.  A 10-15% shortfall in the protein available to 40% of Earth’s people would be felt pretty quickly by the other 60%.
	Cereal grains are also key components in animal feed for chickens, pigs, and cattle that provide much of the protein in the developed world.  A 15% reduction in the nutritional value of animal feed means less efficiency for farmers and rising costs for consumers of meat, eggs and milk products.
	It’s hard to compensate for reduced protein by farming more in Canada and Siberia, because soil quality there is much poorer than the deep, rich soils in the breadbaskets of America, Australia, Argentina, and Europe.  In Canada, 95% of the land mass will never grow crops.  You can't grow wheat on glaciated rock or mountains.
	Moreover, much of humanity’s most productive arable lies virtually at sea level.  This fertile land is old seabeds or river deltas, built up by millions of years of erosion. Rising seas will first contaminate this land with salt, then flood it.
	For more, see www.truthout.org/issues_06/020408EC.shtml.

